
WE'RE HIRING
Would you like to be part of a team of
talented environmental professionals who
work together to make a positive
difference? Then Ecofish wants to hear
from you! 

Ecofish is looking for a Junior or
Intermediate Level Environmental Scientist
to join our team in the Victoria office, working

collaboratively on environmental studies to

identify, assess, and monitor potential effects

on environmental resources such as water

quality, salmon populations and marine

communities. The successful candidate will

have previous work experience in one or more

of the fields of water quality, limnology,

fisheries, environmental science, marine

ecology or oceanography. The candidate will

be based in the Victoria office, but have the

opportunity to work with all members of our

diverse team. 

Professional Qualifications and Skills (one
or more of those listed below):  
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B.Sc. with three years of experience or

relevant M.Sc. with one or more years of

experience.  

Experience analysing and evaluating water

quality, fisheries or population data in the

context of environmental effects. 

Strong technical writing skills, including

experience writing data reports.
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Apply Now! We offer a rewarding career and

engaging culture based on our core principles:

scientific excellence, professional environmental

ethics, business discipline, and social

responsibility. There will be many opportunities for

career growth, including support from industry-

leading mentors. We also offer competitive wages

(including overtime), quarterly profit sharing, and a

health and wellness program. Please send a

resume, cover letter and three references to

jobs@ecofishresearch.com. Applications will be
accepted until July 16, 2018. Only those

applicants that are selected for an interview will be

contacted. No phone calls please. 

About Ecofish  
Ecofish Research Ltd. began in Vancouver in 2001

to meet the need for reliable, trustworthy science-

based environmental consulting. You can read our

full story http://www.ecofishresearch.com/about-us. 

Familiarity with British Columbia and Federal

Water Quality Guidelines. 

Experience with fieldwork collecting water

quality, fisheries, and/or other environmental

data in challenging environments. 

Competent user of one or more scripting

language for data manipulation (e.g., R,

Python, MATLAB) 

Experience in marine nearshore ecosystems. 

Effective time management, organizational,

communication and inter-personal skills.  

Able to work under pressure in a fast paced

environment and adhere to strict deadlines. 

Previous consulting experience an asset. 


